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The peaceful uses of atomic, energy in Japan, began in 1956 and by

the end o.0 197& the nuclear power generating capacity reached 7 »428 MWe.

But, with the progress made in practical application, the public accept-

ance of nuclear power developments was becoming a serious problem.

Troubles with nuclear power plants over the past few years, as well as

the problem of the nuclear ship "Mutsu", which leaked radiation, caused

the problem to go from bad to worse.

Movements against the development of nuclear power which arose

sporadically in areas adjoining nuclear power plants began to take on

national proportions as they appealed to the progressive forces, such

as +"18 opposition political parties, labor* unions, and progressive

scientists and intellectuals. Recently, consumer movements in the big

cities have been joining up with them, with a trend toward international

solidarity. Three nuclear power plants are now pending in court for

administrative litigation demanding that the state authorities withdraw

the construction permits granted for the plants. The Japan Federation

of Bar Associations, made up of all Japanese lawyers, was led under

the influence of the opinions of critical scientists to issue a



statement in October, 19?6, calling for re-examination of the whole

question of the nuclear power developments, contending that this should

be done even if the operation or the construction of nuclear power

plants had to be halted.

Developments such as these cannot be appreciated unless one takes

into consideration the national feeling peculiar to Japan, born of the

experience of exposure to atomic bombings and the suffering of Japanese

fishermen resulting from the radioactive debris from the nuclear test

explosion at Bikini Atoll. The deep-going uneasiness the people feel

about nuclear power has been amplified by such press reports as carrying

incorrect information and exaggerated stories, and aggravated by

deliberate attacks and propaganda from the opponents of nuclear energy.

It cannot be denied that this has had a great though more or less

temporary influence on the people. The "Mutsu" case and other troubles

have led the people to criticize the administration for lack of

responsibility as regards nuclear safety. But in getting to the root

of the problem, one finds that people criticizing the government and

big business for air pollution, water contamination and environmental

disruption, which are by-products of the fast economic growth of the

1960's, are joining up with critics opposing the present long-drawn-out

government policy decisions» an attitude which has strong political

overtones.

Since the 1973 oil crisis, Japan, with its shortage of fossil fuels,

has awakened to the imperative need to develop nuclear power, the only

feasible alternate energy source that can assure energy supplies for the

foreseeable future. In an estimate of the development of nuclear power

made after the oil crisis, the government and industry forecast that

nu°lear power generation, as a percentage of all power plants, will

grow from the 1976 level of seven to 25 percent by 1985 and to 35

percent by 1990. But the development of nuclear power cannot make such

progress unless building sites are available for plants. Every effort

must also be made to free the people of their over-riding fear so that

the social acceptance of the peaceful uses of atomic energy can be

established.



After the "Mutsu" problem occurred, the Council on Nuclear

Administration, the Prime Minister's advisory organ (headed by Hiromi

Arisawa, chairman of the Japan Atomic Industrial Forum), was established

to deal with the question of nuclear administrative organization, and

presented a written opinion on July JO, 1976, after a one and a half

year study on necessary steps for improvement. In this opinion, which

basically comes under four propositions, the council advised (1) that

in the spirit of the Atomic Energy Basic Law, the development and

utilization of nuclear power should be restricted to peaceful purposes;

(2) that nuclear power development is indispensable if Japan is to be

kept supplied with energy necessary to ensure public welfare and economic

progress; (j) that the development and utilization of nuclear power

should not be promoted unless measures are taken to assure the health

and security of the people; (4) the conduct of state affairs and the

implementation of policies should be carried on under a system that

provides for the proper distribution of responsibility.

With regard to the structure of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC),

the council proposed a change in its function that hitherto the

commission has filled two roles, viz., the promotion of development

projects and the exercise of safety regulation. Prom now on, the

council said, these factions should be separated and the existing

Atomic iSnergy Commission divided into two: a new AEC and a Nuclear

Safety Commission. These two commissions would be advisory organs

independent of each other and each would be required to undertake

planning, discussion and decision making, and to give advice and make

recommendations. Liaison meetings would be held between the two

commissions for the exchange of opinions so that they would not be

moving in opposite directions. The Nuclear Safety Commission would be

headed by a man who is qualified by his learning and experience, and the

new AEC would have either a man of similar qualifications or a State

Minister as its head.

To ensure that an integrated nuclear safety policy will be carried

out, the Science and Technology Agency will take care of facilities at

the stage of research and development, and the Ministry of International



Trade and Industry will be in charge of the facilities that have been

brought to the point of practical application, namely the nuclear power

plants, while the Ministry of Transport will be .In charge of nuclear

ships. The Nuclear Safety Commission will also exercise safety control

to ensure that nuclear facilities are "double-checked", with a view to

safeguarding the health and security of the people. These suggestions

are now beiije discussed by government officials in a liaison council set

up to promote improvements in the nuclear administration. Bureau

director-level officials from all related ministries and agencies are

discussing how to give concrete shape to the recommendations of the

Council on Nuclear Administration, and the likelihood is that legal

steps will be taken to establish a Nuclear Safety Commission ?'jn October,

1977. The council has thus presented a written opinion in response to

the people's criticisms against the nation's nuclear administration, and

if their recommendations are into practice, it should help give the

people confidence in the nuclear administration.

Mention should be made of the public hearings being held to deal

with the problems of nuclear power. While hearings may be held under

systems that differ from country to country according to national

conditions and characteristics, it seems that hearings can be regarded

as a yardstick by iwhich to measure how far the people go in participat-

ing in the licensing procedures of nuclear power plants. Nuclear

public hearings bewail in Japan in 1975 at the request of the Japan Atomic

Industrial Forum tind many others. The installation of the first unit

(ME, 1100 MWe) at .Pukushima-Daini nuclea,r power station of Tokyo

Electric Power Co, was discussed at hearings held by the Atomic Energy

Commission on September 18 - 19 that year, 27 speaking in favor and 15

againsb. When the way to hold the hearings were officially published

by AEC, however, it. vas under fire by opposition groups. They criticized

the hearings, in the .first place, on the grounds that they were to be

held only when the Atomic Energy Commission "found them necessary":

for (1) large reactors, (2) advanced reactors, (j) new reactors in



areas where nuclear plants are clustered together, or (4) when hearings

are called for by the governor of the prefecture in which a nuclear

plant is to be located. Secondly, the critics pointed out that speakers

had to present a summary of their statements in advance, that they

could not attend hearings unless designated, that the hearings were

restricted as regards time allotted for a statement and in the number

of days .-Y hearings and that hearings were simply for participants to

listen, not for them to participate in questions and answers. Thirdly,

they pointed out that reactor safety was the subject on which opinions

were canvassed but that no definite steps had been taken to let

opinions be offered on thermal liquid effluents, environmental protection

and other problems, nor on the problem of regional development. People

affiliated with the Socialist Party and some other opponents of the

hearings refused to participate in them and staged a demonstration

march around the buildiaj^ in which the hearings were held. Riot police

stood guard while the hearings were on, and the conflict became

intensified much more. Since then, there have been no hearings held

in Japan.

In this connection the Council on Nuclear Administration suggests

that the Ministry of International Trade and Industry should conduct

hearings into problems arising from the setting up of a nuclear power

plant before any decision is made on them by the Electric Power

Resources Development Coordination Council, and that the Nuclear Safety

Commission should conduct hearings into the question of reactor safety

at the time when safety examinations are made to double-check the

reactor., Hearings should be held to cover all nuclear power plants,

the council says. A dialogue formula should be used to make it possible

for all interests to participate and offer explanations and opinions,

and the government should see that as manjj opinions as possible are

heard.

The council also refers to the need for "symposia to be held in

public." This is to take into consideration of the differences of

opinion between specialists, which make it impossible for many people

to hold a definite opinion on nuclear safety, energy policy and other



important matters. Open symposia should be held as soon as possible,

the council says, for scientists and specialists to discuss these matters

from their free and unbiased scientific standpoints.

These opinions were reflected in a public hearing planned to be

held for the first unit at Kashiwazaki nuclear power station which

would be located in Niigata Prefecture on the side of the Japan Sea and

planned to have six or eight units with a total output of 6,000 - 8,000

MWe, but the Socialist persuasion has never allowed it to be held.

Nor was any symposium ever held, although the Atomic Energy Commission

and the Science Council of Japan began consultations in the autumn of

1975. All plans have fallen through due to obstructions by some residents

who opposed such symposia, and to differences of opinion among government

circles. /

/
Administrative steps and policy considerations/ are, of course,

important in achieving a. consensus on nuclear power, but essentially

this is not possible unless meetings are held repeatedly to ensure

constant dialogue with the local people. It is necessary in this

respect to lose no time in furnishing the residents and local govern-
t

ments with accurate and objective information. The news media do not

always give accurate accounts of nuclear power as it develops both in

and out of Japan, and the people at site areas are being supplied with

abundant information by opposition groups. As often as not, the

people are supplied with information that is essentially inaccurate or

imperfect and exaggerated, so much so that it makes it impossible for

them to exercise an unbiased judgement. .Efforts are being made to

improve this, and to ensure that correct and prompt information is

supplied so that the people will be able to form a fair judgment. The

government and the private organizations concerned are working in

cooperation to establish a nationwide' network of information. This

network will not only ensure the supply of prompt information, with

material needed for the people at $11 levels of understanding to make
accurate judgements, but will also be available to specialists by the

supply of authoritative documenté that will provide them with good

material for discussion.



Let us look at Japanese policies concerning the siting of nuclear

power plants. To promote the locating of nuclear power plants, it is

necessary to win the understanding and cooperation of the people adjoin-

ing site areas. To achieve this, in addition to the proposed system to

be established to assure safety, steps will have to be taken to promote

the economic development of site areas and improve the welfare of the

local people, so that local communities will see the merit of develop-

ment of nuclear power for which they provide locations. It is not fair

to let big cities benefit from the consumption of most of the electricity

generated by power plants, while leaving site areas to endure the bad

effects of the power plants, such as psychological pressures on their

minds deriving from possible radioactive contamination and environmental

disruption. It is necessary to correct the local disparity that leaves

site areas, mostly farming or fishing villages marred by depopulation,

with much less social overhead capital than in the big cities. To

overcome this disparity, three laws relating to power sources develop-

ment were enacted in 1974 in response to strong requests made by the

Liaison Council of Municipal Governments with Nuclear Facilities and

the Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, etc. The three laws ares the Law

for Adjustment of Areas Surrounding Generating Plants, the Power Sources

Development Taxation Law and the Law on the Special Account for Power

Sources Development. The electric utilities now have to put aside ¥85

for every MWh of electricity they sell, to provide subsidies for the local

governments that approve locations for generating plants, so that local

public facilities can be improved and expanded. Local governments with

nuclear power' plants in their neighborhoods receive subsidies to the

amount of ¥300 per KW, or ¥3,000 million ($ 10 million) per 1,000 MW of

generating capacity, for five years after the construction of power

plants starts. In fiscal 1975» some ¥10 billion was granted. This was

spent on all public facJJitJes, such as roads, harbors and facilities for

sports, recreation, water suplies, education, culture, fire defense,

social welfare and the encouragement of farming, forestry and fishery.

Subsidies are also granted to local governments to finance the super-

vision of radiation and thermal liquid effluents. But, although this



system has begun operation, local governments in the site areas want

it improved. In Fukui Brafecture, in particular, where nuclear plants

are located in a clustered arrangement, there is need for special

financial consideration. A "nuclear fuel consumption tax," a local

tax in force for five years only, has been established for the

prefecture.

The system established under the provisions of the three laws

relating to power sources development, while formally in operation with

a program worked out for regional adjustment, is not yet good enough to

cope with the great changes that nuclear plants will bring to sparsely

populated areas where they are located, as well as to meet the social

and psychological implications to the local people. Measures have yet

to be taken to encourage people to plan their ways of life in areas where

nuclear plants are located.

To deal with this, the Japan Atomic Industrial Forum set up a study

group in June, 1976, with local governments, electric utilities and

fishermen's organisations represented, to discuss regional development

and financial problems. General and systematic studies have been done,

with results expected to be summed up in the first half of 1977.

The next subject is to make clear the policies and programs needed

to establish the back end of the nuclear fuel cycle. The ocean dumping

of low-level wastes is to be taken care of by the Radioactive Waste

Treatment and Disposal Center set up in October, 1976. The Power

Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation's reprocessing plant

at Tokai (with a capacity of 210 tons/year) is to come into operation in

1977« Steps are thus being taken toward establishing the fuel cycle;

but plans for building Japan's second reprocessing plant, and to provide

means for the transport of spent fuel, and to establish a system for the

treatment and disposal of high-level wastes, all of which are so

necessary to smooth the way for the development of nuclear power; for

all of these, adequate measures are still awaited. The public fear of

nuclear power will not be eased until the people, are reassured that



high-level wastes can safely be disposed of. Certain it is that a

prolonged effort is needed to provide research and development that can

establish a method of waste disposal. But, if the people are to be

freed of fear, the way is to demonstrate that the nation is confidently

taking the necessary steps for the disposal of radioactive wastes.

Concrete plans are now under consideration to make sure of this.

Studies are being made comprehensively and systematically by the

"Marine Ecology Research Institute," established in 1975, 0^ the

question of biological and ecological effects of thermal liquid

effluents. Demonstration tests for the earthquake resistance of nuclear

reactors are being made by the "Nuclear Engineering Test Center"

established in 1976. The Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute is

doing safety studies with a Rig of Safety Assessment (ROSA) and a

Nuclear Safety Research Reactor (NSRR), etc. A probabilistic approach

to safety assessment, which could be described as a Japanese version of

the Rasmussen Study, is being made by the Nuclear Safety Research

Association. All these studies are aimed at answering the questions

of nuclear safety, the major factor underlying the task of making

nuclear power acceptable to the people. The question of nuclear

safety can not be settled unless all countries, from an international

point of view, are prepared to cooperate and adopt common means based

on a unified philosophy. It is to be hoped that international cooper-

ation will be strengthened, for example, by setting and adjusting all

the necessary safety standards and in the effective prosecution of

safety studies.

Finally, the point is that public acceptance of nuclear power

developments depends on whether or not the people put confidence in

that the regulation and licensing of nuclear power plants and environ-

mental supervision are all controlled to serve the interests of the

public.

In Japan, which has so little oil and other fossil energy

resources, it is impossible to consider anything but atomic energy as



the energy source for the immediate future. Japan will do all its

power to ensure that nuclear power is developed in such ways as will

retain the harmony of nature and harmony with the people.
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